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Abstract
The purpose of this investigation was to document acoustic characteristics of Pakistani English (PaKE) vowel
sounds. The experiment was designed to examine the properties of ten vowels produced by Pakistani ESL
learners. The analysis is based on the voice samples of recorded 50 CVC words. Total 5000 (10× 10 ×
50=5000) voiced samples were analyzed. The data consisted of 50 words of ten English vowel sounds [i: ɪ e ɔ: æ
ə ɑ: u: ɒ ʊ]. Ten ESL speakers recorded their voice samples on Praat speech processing tool installed on laptop.
Three parameters were considered i.e., fundamental frequency (F0), vowel quality (F1-F2) and duration.
Formant patterns were judged manually by visual inspection on Praat Speech Processing Tool. Analysis of
formant frequency shows numerous differences between male and female of F1 and F2, fundamental frequency
and duration of English vowels. The voice samples provide evidence for higher and lower frequency of vowel
sounds. Additionally, the data analysis illustrates that there were statistical differences in the values of short and
long vowels coupled with vowel space plot showing explicit differences in locating the production of vowels of
male & female vowel space acoustic realizations.
Keywords: acoustic characteristics, vowel sounds, frequencies, Pakistani ESL
1. Introduction
This study is based on 5000 voice samples (10× 10 × 50=5000) which were analyzed in a very careful manner.
The experiment was designed to document English vowel properties produced by Pakistani English speakers. To
analyze PaKE vowels, three phonetic exponents were considered as parameters for the analysis e.g., duration,
fundamental frequency and first and second formant frequency. The study focuses on the characterization of
vowel sounds produced by English as Second Language (ESL) learners and the positions of Pakistani vowels
space in vowel space plot of mouth cavity. The objectives behind this study are to document the variations in
frequencies of 10 different English vowels by ESL learners. Every vowel has different frequency and the vowel
space plot when it is pronounced by different people it contains a different frequency, plot, and duration coupled
with different pitch. Praat speech processing tool was utilized to analyze the sounds with the help of
spectrographic view. Praat calculated the average of all 5000 sounds. The measurements were categorized in
terms of male, female and third their measurements were compared with each other. The study tests the
hypothesis that if ESL learners pronounce English vowels, then their placement of vowels on vowel space will
be differently placed by male and female Pakistani ESL learners. Based on the research questions as follows:
What are the acoustic realizations of PaKE English vowel sounds? What is difference in placement of acoustic
vowel space plot between male and female?
Additionally, the study focuses on acoustic properties of English vowel sounds and their acoustic vowel space in
vowel inventory plot. The vowels are basically categorized referencing three phonetic factors i.e., height of the
vowel, back-ness and lip rounding. Olive, Greenwood, & Coleman (1993) contends “An acoustic analysis of
vowels stresses the different formant configurations that are characteristic of each vowel. The relationship
among the vowels can be examined by comparing their formant values”. Front-back and high-low differences are
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characterized by the second and the first formants, illustrating on spectrographic images. If the formant value is
high, the closer the vowel becomes to the front point. In so far as front vowel is concerned frequency F1 turns
out to be lower and contraction escalates in the vocal track. F1 and F2 frequencies are regarded as a vowel
quality in acoustic speech terms. Generally unstressed vowels are reduced in quality; whereas the stressed
vowels have higher frequencies. There are several features in the production of sounds, i.e., reduction of vowel
quality, vowel lengthening followed by the voiced sound. Another important factor is absence and presence of
lexical stress which affects the vowel quality. The unstressed syllables in American English are reduced in
quality therefore, they involve in vowel centralization to schwa vowel sound, the chiefly produced sound in
English language. F1 and F2 formants have greater distance when there occurs in between the highest vocal
sounds. Whereas, for back vowel, F2 is much closer and lower to F1 for the back vowels than for the front
vowels (Parson, 1987).
2. Methods
2.1 Procedures of Data Collection
The data was collected from 10 subjects (5 male and 5 female). Their age ranged from 17 to 22 years. The
recordings were made in a silent zone where there was no background noise. ESL learners were given 50
indexing cards written on them the token phrase in between the token words, all ten vowels were placed as
illustrating Table 1. Ten vowels were selected as follows: /i:, ɑ:, ɪ, ɔ:, æ, ə, u:, ɒ, e, ʊ/. Then five words from each
vowel sound and then written them on the cards. Then we have given those cards to our respected subjects and
then well requested them to pronounce each word three times. Each subject pronounces the 50 words three times
like I say token word.
2.2 Speech Material
Five words from each vowel sound were chosen for the experiment. Total chosen words were mono-syllable
words. The words frequency in daily use was highly familiar to ESL learners. Table 1 illustrates the fifty
mono-syllable words which were used as the data tool as follows:
Table 1. Token words produced by ESL learners
Vowels
i:
e
ɑ:
ɔ:
ɒ
ɪ
æ
u:
ə
ʊ

Words
Peep
Pet
Car
Core
Pot
Fit
Fat
Boot
Dug
Should

Words
Sheep
Set
Far
Four
Cot
Bit
Back
Food
But
Could

Words
Meet
Get
Jar
Snore
Short
Sit
Bad
Soon
Bus
Good

Words
Seat
Wet
Part
Score
Lot
Pit
Cat
Moon
Cut
Put

Words
Neat
Net
Half
Saw
Sort
Kit
Sat
Tooth
Bud
Food

2.3 Recordings
Recordings were made of /hVd/ utterances recorded by ten male and female speakers. Measurements were
analyzed of vowel duration, F0 contours (fundamental frequency), and formant frequency contours (F1-F2). A
set of 50 cards with each word written on them was provided among the participating subjects. Total fifty words
(25 for short & 25 for long vowels) were involved. The word structure was selected where each vowel sound
was amid the word. There was a total of 50 cards, i.e., one card for each word inscribing “I say token word now”
in a phrase. In addition, the set of 50 cards was read with 03 repetitions by each ESL learners. The cards were
reshuffled after each recording, and the subjects read aloud the word on each card in sequence with no break
between repetitions. In addition, the participants were provided a quiet and calm environment, with no
background noise, in a closed room far from the noise of city traffic. The voice recorder used faced them at a
distance of around six inches. They were instructed to maintain a normal speech rate and to read the given words
using a neutral focus, as in ordinary talking conditions. Subjects voiced were recorded on sound recorder and
analyzed on computer Dell Core 2 dual system using the Praat speech processing tool (Boersma & Weenink,
2017) and a voice recorder.
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2.4 Data A
Analysis
The recorrdings of voicce samples w
were analyzed on Praat soft
ftware for F1,, F2, F0 and duration as basic
parameterss for the analyysis. All three repetitive freqquencies weree calculated, annd the average frequencies were
taken as m
means of acousstic realizationns of F1, F2, F
F0 and duratioon. The same vvocalic measurrement frequen
ncies
were on puut on excel sheeet for developpment of voweel space plots ffor male and feemale separateely. After collecting
the data ffrom the subjeects, we havee analyzed it very carefullyy. We have annalyzed everyy single word very
carefully. We have takenn F1, F2 threee times of eacch word and thhen took theirr average. We have analyzed the
duration aand F0 of everry subject veryy carefully. After taking all the frequenciies from Praatt software we have
calculated their averagee and then wee took the nett averages of F1, F2, F0 annd duration off every five words
w
belongs too a vowel sounnd. Then we puut the net valuues of F1, F2 aand F0 in the J plot softwaree and then we have
got the ploot of vowels.
3. Discusssion
3.1 Measuurements of Freequency F1 annd F2
All measuurements of frrequency form
mants, pitch annd duration off the vowels w
were taken m
manually by op
ptical
examinatioon of widebannd spectrographic display onn computer scrreen. Start andd end points of the target vo
owels
were meassured in millisseconds on thee spectrographhic displays. B
Both starting annd ending poinnts were restra
ained
using the speech proceessing tool Prraat (Boersmaa & Weenink,, 2017). Frequuency F1, F22 and fundam
mental
frequency F0 of male annd female werre taken manuually recognizeed on formant tracks at the visually positiioned
mid-point of the target vowel.
v
Whenevver a mismatch between thee tracks and thee visually apparent formant band
in the spectrogram was detected, the formants werre checked by visual inspecttion of widebaand spectrogra
aphic
display onn computer screeen. The pitchh contours were manually exxtracted using tthe Praat autoccorrelation method.
Measurem
ments were takken at the visuually located m
mid-point of eeach target voowel. Durationn was measure
ed in
milliseconnds from the ennd of the preceeding vowel too the stating. T
These measureements are illuustrated graphiically
as below.

F
Figure
1. Englissh ten vowels duration by accross male ESL
L speakers
f
F11 and F2 of the male subjectts. Where the blue color reppresents the F1
1 and
Figure 1 illlustrates the frequencies
red F2. Frrom this graphhical representaation which shhows that the vvowel ɑ: has tthe highest vallue (698 Hz) of
o F1
and the voowel i: has the lowest value ((464 Hz) of F11 among 10 voowels. The vow
wel i: has the hhighest value (1959
Hz) of F2 while ɔ: voweel has the lowest value (1257 Hz) of F2 am
mong the 10 vow
wel sounds.

Figgure 2. Englishh ten vowels dduration by acrross female ES
SL speakers
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Figure 2 illlustrates the frequencies
fr
F1 and F2 of thee female subjeccts. Where thee blue color reppresents the F1
1 and
red F2. Frrom this graphhical representaation which shhows that the vvowel ɑ: has tthe highest vallue (727 Hz) of
o F1
and the voowel i: has thee lowest value (463 Hz) of F
F1 among the 10 vowel sounnds. The voweel i: has the hig
ghest
value (18446 Hz) of F2 while
w
ɔ: vowel hhas the lowestt value (1304 H
Hz) of F2 amonng the 10 vow
wel sounds.
3.2 Fundamental Frequeency (F0)
The data indicaates that theree is statisticallly difference in
i F0
All valuess have been taaken from the same data. T
values fouund between male
m
and femaale speakers, hhowever, theree is a relativelly significant ddifference betw
ween
male and female speakkers. The average F0 valuess were obtained from 10 sppeakers for alll ten vowels. The
recorded vvoice samples are
a representedd in Figure 3 aas follows:

Figure 3. Engglish ten vowells F0 by acrosss female ESL sspeakers
f
F0 oof the male annd female subjects. Where thhe blue color rrepresents the male
Figure 3 illlustrates the frequency
and red fem
male. From thhis graphical reepresentation, tthe male subjeects have the hhighest value (161 Hz) of F0 of ʊ
vowel andd they have low
west value (1442 Hz) of F0 of ɑ: vowel am
mong the 10 voowel sounds. T
The female sub
bjects
have the hhighest value (169 Hz) of F
F0 of ɪ vowel while they haave lowest vallue (144 Hz) of F0 of vowel ɑ:
amongst thhe 10 vowel sounds.
s
Table 2 illustrates tthe paired sam
mple statistics of male and ffemale long vowel
v
frequenciees and their standard
s
deviaation and stanndard error inncluding meann. Table 3 illuustrates the paired
difference statistics of male and fem
male vowel frequencies andd their standaard deviation aand standard error
including m
mean and df 3.
3.3 Statistiics of Long Vowels
Table 2. Paaired sample statistics
Vowell Frequencies
F0
F0
Duratiion
Duratiion

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female

Meaan
155..425
153..525
.40550
.38775

N
4
4
4
4

Std. Deviation
10.2727
7.6843
.01291
.00500

Std. Error
5.1364
3.8422
.00645
.00250

Table 3. Paaired differencce
Vowel
Freequencies
F0
F0
Duuration
Duuration

G
Gender

Mean
1.9

Std.
Deviation
5.666

Std. Error
Mean
2.833

Male
M
F
Female
M
Male
F
Female

-.0175

.015

.0075

995%
C
Confidence
L
Lower -7.115
U
Upper 10.954
L
Lower -.0414
U
Upper .00637

t

df

S
Sig. (2-tailed)

.671

3

.550

2.333

3

.102

3.4 Statistiics of Short Voowels
Table 4 illlustrates the paired
p
sample statistics of m
male and femaale long voweel frequencies and their stan
ndard
deviation and standard error includinng mean. Tablle 5 illustratess the paired ddifference stattistics of male
e and
female vow
wel frequenciees and their staandard deviatioon and standard error includiing mean and ddf 5.
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Table 4. Paaired sample statistics
Vowel Freequencies
F0
F0
Duration
Duration

Gender
Maale
Fem
male
Maale
Fem
male

Meann
153.0000
157.8817
.38500
.35333

N
6
6
6
6

S
Std. Deviation
66.578
66.593
.0164
.0121

Std. Error
2.685
2.691
.00671
.00494

Table 5. Paaired differencce
Vowel
Freequencies
F0
F0
Duuration
Duuration

G
Gender

Mean
4.817

Std.
Deviation
4.152

Std. Error
Mean
1.695

Male
M
F
Female
M
Male
F
Female

-.031677

.01722

.00703

995%
C
Confidence
L
Lower .4596
U
Upper 9.1737
L
Lower -.0497
U
Upper -.0139

t

df

S
Sig. (2-tailed)

2.842

5

.036

-4.503

5

.006

3.5 Duratiional Values
The duratiion of ESL of vocalic
v
soundss in some langguages also notted by many phoneticians. T
The vocalic ana
alysis
of durationn shows that thhere were stattistically signifficant effects oon vowel duraation. The pressent study anallyzed
the duratioon of vowels annd found long vowels were llonger in durattion, whereas, the duration oof short vowelss was
shorter in dduration relatively. The studdy also analyzeed that durationn of vowel souunds produced by female sub
bjects
were longer in duration and the voweel sound produuced by male subjects were shorter in duuration. Statistiically
overall meean shows thatt male speakers have the hiigh value of duuration as com
mpared to fem
male speakers. Male
speakers pproduce the vow
wel sounds thaat take more duuration as com
mpared to the fe
female speakerrs.

Figgure 4. Englishh ten vowels dduration by acrross female ES
SL speakers
Figure 4 illlustrates the time
t
duration oof the male annd female subjects. Where thhe blue color rrepresents the male
subjects annd red femalee subjects. Froom this graphical representaation, it showss that the malee subjects have the
high durattion (410 ms) of the vowel e and have thhe low duratioon (360 ms) oof vowel ə am
mong the 10 vowel
v
sounds. Thhe female subjjects have highh duration (410 ms) of the vvowel ɑ: whereeas the femalee subjects have
e low
duration (3340 ms) of ə vowel among thhe 10 vowels.

Ahmed (22005) discusses the producction of voweels by Malayssian speakerss that the shorrt vowel has high
average inn terms of soound pitch annd frequenciess as compared to long vow
wel. They haave found tha
at the
average pitch of the vowel sound is produced by ffemale Malayysian speakerss has high valuue as compared to
n the
male Malaysian speakeers. Abbasi & Hussain (2015) found thaat there is significant differrence between
essed
stressed of short vowel of male and ffemale and sttressed long vowels of malee and female aand the unstre
of short vvowel of malee and female and unstresseed long vowells of male and female. Neeel (2008) has also
found the result that aduult has modifi
fied vowel spaace as compared to childrenn. Abbasi, Chaana, Kakepoto
o, Ali,
& Mehmoood (2017) arggue that theree is difference in terms of pperception andd production oof English syllable
and stress patterns whille perceiving aand producingg English speeech by Pakistaani ESL learnners.
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4. Resultss
4.1 Overalll F1 and F2 of Subjects
The result shown that thhe vowel soundd produced by ESL speakers both male andd female has ddifferent valuess of 4
research asspects (F1, F2, F0 and duratiion). The statisstics which aree shown in thee graph shows that the averag
ge F1
of the malee speaker has the
t highest vallue as compareed to female sppeaker. The staatistics shows that the averag
ge F2
of the fem
male speakers has the higheest value as coompared to m
male speakers. The statistics illustrates tha
at the
average F00 of female suubjects has the greater value as compared tto male speakeers. The statisttics also showss that
the male sppeakers have the
t high value of duration ass compared to ffemale speakeer. The formantt frequency (F1, F2)
pitch and dduration were analyzed by P
Praat the speecch processing ttool. From thiss graphical reppresentation, which
w
shows thatt the vowel ɑ: has the highesst value (712.5 HZ) of F1 of males and fem
male subjects aand the vowel i:i has
the smalleest value (463.6 HZ) of F1 oof male and feemale subjects from 10 vowels. The voweel i: has the hig
ghest
value (19002 HZ) of F2 of
o male and feemale subjects while ɔ: (12880.5 HZ) voweel has the smalllest value of F2
F of
male and ffemale subjects from 10 vow
wels.

Figgure 5. Englishh ten vowels dduration by acrross female ES
SL speakers
English voowel space ploot illustrates tten vowels loccation within tthe vowel spaace produced bby ESL learne
ers as
illustrated in Figure 6.. The acousticc vowel spacce is based oon first two fformants; wheere horizontal axis
correspondds to the gapp between F1 formant and F2 formant w
whereas the vvertical axis ccorresponds to
o the
frequency of F1. Basicallly, it involves tongue body pposition repressenting high vs low and fronnt vs back loca
ations
within the mouth cavity.

Figgure 6. Femalee English voweel space plot
Female prooduction of Ennglish vowels are as followss: Front vowel /i: / is locatedd between 18000-1900 Hz F2 axis,
and in heiight 450 Hz; whereas
w
other front vowels i.e., /ɪ, e, æ/ are positionedd between 17000-1800 Hz on
n the
vowel spacce with the heiight of F1 5000-600 Hz in bettween in moutth cavity. Centtral and back vvowels /u:, ɒ, ɔ: and
ʊ/ are locaated between F2
F 1200-1450 H
Hz horizontallly and F1 whille lower centraal vowel ɑ: deccentralized tow
wards
the back.
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Fiigure 7. Male E
English vowel space plot

Figure 8.. Overall Engliish vowel spacce across speakkers
5. Conclussion
The study concludes afteer the acousticc documentatioon of PaKE voowels propertiees that PaKE eexists as a diffferent
variety spooken in Pakistan in terms oof acoustic diffference. All aacoustic measuurements weree taken keepin
ng in
view of sstandards of acoustic-phone
a
etic propertiess of speech ssounds of anyy language inn the world. Four
parameterss for the analyysis of acousticc characteristiccs of English vvowels were m
measured and fo
found that F1 of
o the
male subjeect has the highher value (7133 Hz) as compaared to female speakers betw
ween the groupps. F2 of the fe
emale
subject haas higher valuee (1902 Hz) ass compared too male speakerrs. F0 of the ffemale speakerrs has higher value
v
(170 Hz) aas compared too male speakerrs. The duratioon of productioon of vowel soound of male ssubject is long
ger as
compared to female subj
bjects. Additionnally, there aree clear differennces of Englissh vowel spacee on vowel plo
ots of
PaKE prodduced by malee and female E
ESL learners iin terms of loccating the prodduction of vow
wels and the vowel
v
space acouustic realizations.
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Appendix A
Vowels
1
2
3
4
5
Vowels
6
7
8
9
10

i:
Peep
Sheep
Meet
Seat
Neat
ɪ
Fit
Bit
Sit
Pit
Kit

e
Pet
Set
Get
Wet
Net
æ
Fat
Back
Bad
Cat
Sat

ɑ:
Car
Far
Jar
Part
Half
u:
Boot
Food
Soon
Moon
Tooth

ɔ:
Core
Four
Snore
Score
Saw
ə
Dug
But
Bus
Cut
Bud

ɒ
Pot
Cot
Short
Lot
Sort
ʊ
Should
Could
Good
Put
Food
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